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One of newest and best maps of Moscow - designed for the business traveler and tourist alike.

Includes an English/Russian street index, guides to important sites: embassies, museums, hotels,

theaters and more. Also include a very hand color map of the Moscow metro on the back cover for

quick reference. Completely revised and updated edition.
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fast shipping, but the map will not help you for Moscow center city trip. inside map, the most

important center city in this map give to you little information. some street address are wrong or not

exist. if you go Moscow by yourself. don't use this map.

I bought this atlas to plan how I'll be getting around for an upcoming vacation to Russia. The maps

of the Moscow region are clear and readable to anyone with the rudimentary ability to recognize

Russian language towns and routes. Although not a public transportation map, I was easily able to

take written bus/metro directions forwarded by a friend and follow the route from the airport to their

home in an outlying suburb using this map and feel I would be able to navigate the route either via

public transportation or rental car. The highways and secondary major roads are as easily

recognizable on this atlas as on any comparable US road atlas. Once you get out of the

metropolitan areas into the countryside, the maps become less detailed, the same as they do on

most US general travel atlases. In summary, this map will get you out of any major city and down

any major highway to the town you are traveling to but, like most similar US country-sized travel



atlases, if you want a detailed street map of some obscure village out in the sticks you will need to

scrounge up a second small-town map (a Russian "Arrow Street Atlas") once you get there.

Can't wait to use this English and Russian map of Moscow. So few good ones on the market and so

helpful!

We just got back from Moscow. We used this map a lot, and had no issues with it.
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